More Than Hearing Worksheet
Episode: BTransx2018
Text:

2 Corinthians 4:3-6
3 And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing. 4 In their case the god
of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the light of
the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God. 5 For we do not proclaim ourselves;
we proclaim Jesus Christ as Lord and ourselves as your slaves for Jesus’ sake. 6 For it is the God
who said, “Let light shine out of darkness,” who has shone in our hearts to give the light of the
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ.

Eye - B, Math - I, Body - B, Music - I, Nature - B
Smarts

Images in the text/
interesting exegesis

Illustrations

Word - Verbal/Linguistic

Proclaim = herald

Newspapers that are “The
Herald”

her·ald
1. an official
messenger
bringing news.
2. a person or thing
viewed as a sign
that something
is about to
happen.

SFX

Medieval internet - the
guys out yelling stuff
Trumpeters announcing
the arrival of royalty;
probably has connections
to Paul’s time re: Caesar
See also MUSIC
Vs. 6 - shine = lampo

Eye - Visual/Spatial
D2

Math Logical/Mathematical

kalýptō – properly, to
cover; (figuratively)
keep secret, hidden;
"covered over"
(concealed).

Furniture that’s been
draped with clothes for
painters; or because the
room is closed off.
Painting or sculpture
being

beam forth the radiancy

Bridal veils; Jacob’s
surprise the veiled wife
turned out to be Leah.

V.4 - Minds = noema the result of thinking or

← Essentially, the
product or sum or

Image of God → icons!
(the Greek word is eikon)
Vs. 6 - light lamps
everywhere; use
flashlights

MWD

Body - Kinesthetic
D2

reasoning

quotient. Used here, Paul
suggests that not all
elements are in place to
be able to compute
properly.

Vs. 4 typhlóō derived
from typhóō, "having a
cloudy perspective," –
properly, blowing
smoke which causes
(spiritual) blindness

Keep them from seeing =
cataracts or other vision
issues. Maybe brain
trauma or a chemical
imbalance or neurological
disorder.
Also EYE

Driving instructors in
schools often use goggles
with distorted lenses to
show kids how drunk
driving looks. Do you have
access to those?
If not, just take some old
eyeglasses and smear
some petroleum jelly on
them!
Also EYE

Vs 6 - hearts kardia inner
life or intention

← cardio - intentionally
going to the gym? ;-)

Face blindness - the
inability to recognize
faces, just like it sounds.
Notice the suggested
therapy in the article is to
help the patient find
other strategies for
identifying people. How
might we do that for folks
wrt Christ?
Musical
Natural

Richard Strauss, Dance of
the Seven Veils
Typhóō

MWD

Wind storms
Smoke from wildfires
White out conditions in a
blizzard
Heavy rain
Fog
Solar or lunar eclipse veils
the glory of the sun

The word in vs 4 is not
cosmos but aion = a
space of time, an age

← The lines of rock in a
canyon reveal a space of
time.
“Dark matter” makes up
about 27% of the universe

Okay probably not
practical and maybe
ill-advised, but you could
make a ninja smoke bomb
like this.
Or think about getting a
fog machine and make
your own cloud!
Also EYE

and shapes galaxies, but
we don’t have a clue what
it is and had never even
noticed it until about 20
years ago.
(“Normal” matter that we
can see only makes up
4-5% of the universe. The
rest is “dark energy,” also
mentioned in the linked
article.)
People - Interpersonal

... to keep them from
seeing ….

Self - Intrapersonal

Vs 6 - hearts kardia
inner life or intention

Like parents who deftly
change the subject and
redirect attention when a
child sees a treat before
dinner, except with the
opposite intention.
Parents don’t want their
kids to spoil their
appetites and the gods of
this age don’t want us to
see the salvation of God.

Discuss how “the gods of
this age” distract us and
why.

What light shines in your
heart? What is your inner
intention for shining the
light? Is it to reflect on
your own piety? Or to
convert others? Or to give
glory to God?

